
Reading a score, like reading a book 

This is an important skill you can practice without access to any instrument. 

 

Most people read books without moving their lips, and whispering along. Musicians 

can master the same trick for their notation. If you can really read music, you can sit 

on a bus with a score you’ve never seen before, and enjoy the music in your own 

head. You might reply that you can do that anyway, with a recording and 

headphones, but that’s a very unwieldy way of finding your way round a piece. To 

know even so basic a fact as the music’s difficulty (‘can I play this?’) you’ll need to 

listen all through in real time, while if you flick through the pages, you’ll see very 

quickly. 

 

Some of the thoughts in this essay apply to ‘classical’ music, rather than to purely 

aural or improvised traditions. One simple definition of ‘classical music’ is ‘music 

that has to be written down’. Think for a moment what notation does. If I start a 

simple poem with the line ‘There was a young man from the Wirral’, many people 

could immediately improvise an amusing limerick. But if I start with the line ‘Earth 

hath not anything to show more fair’, you’d need a pencil and paper to come up 

with anything so good as Wordsworth’s sonnet. Writing things down allows you to 

work out more complicated rhyme-schemes, just as musical notation allows 

composers to work out more complicated musical forms, outside real time – you can 

spend hours composing a single bar. 

 

Shape in music is very important, from the individual note (even the piano can 

shape single notes differently, by careful touch) to the phrase, and on to the section, 

the movement, and the piece as a whole. It’s usually easier to spot shapes in the 

score than to hear them as the music passes by. These are just some of the reasons it’s 

useful to be able to read a score in your head.  

 

What’s the best way to learn? It’s good not to be tied to the technique of a specific 

instrument. Wind-players often tap their fingers as they read a musical line, but 

that’s not much help when you try to read a chord. Nevertheless, a single line is a 

good place to start. Look through these old tune books: 

https://imslp.simssa.ca/files/imglnks/usimg/e/e0/IMSLP325503-PMLP526844-

caledoniacollect00howe.pdf 

http://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/3/34/IMSLP407838-PMLP660303-1860-

The_Hibernia_Collection_containing_about_200_irish_jigs-_reels_-hornipes_-

song_compiled_by_O-flannagan-_edited_by_Elias_Howe_in_Boston.pdf 

 

 

or collections of simple songs (try Volume Six of this): 

https://imslp.org/wiki/English_Minstrelsie_(Baring-Gould%2C_Sabine) 

https://imslp.simssa.ca/files/imglnks/usimg/e/e0/IMSLP325503-PMLP526844-caledoniacollect00howe.pdf
https://imslp.simssa.ca/files/imglnks/usimg/e/e0/IMSLP325503-PMLP526844-caledoniacollect00howe.pdf
http://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/3/34/IMSLP407838-PMLP660303-1860-The_Hibernia_Collection_containing_about_200_irish_jigs-_reels_-hornipes_-song_compiled_by_O-flannagan-_edited_by_Elias_Howe_in_Boston.pdf
http://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/3/34/IMSLP407838-PMLP660303-1860-The_Hibernia_Collection_containing_about_200_irish_jigs-_reels_-hornipes_-song_compiled_by_O-flannagan-_edited_by_Elias_Howe_in_Boston.pdf
http://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/3/34/IMSLP407838-PMLP660303-1860-The_Hibernia_Collection_containing_about_200_irish_jigs-_reels_-hornipes_-song_compiled_by_O-flannagan-_edited_by_Elias_Howe_in_Boston.pdf
https://imslp.org/wiki/English_Minstrelsie_(Baring-Gould%2C_Sabine)


 

Imagine the melodic line in your head, on a range of different instruments or voices. 

If you need help checking the pitch, download a very simple keyboard onto your 

phone – My Piano is refreshingly free from gimmicks – but try to manage without, at 

first. 

 

Next, build up to reading/hearing two parts at once. Here’s a version of Bartok’s 

Mikrokosmos on YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPRxjd2ETSo 

Read through each piece, imagining the two-part sounds, before you listen to it. 

You’ll really need to concentrate at first – use the phone-piano to check your 

imagination, before you jump to the YouTube audio. You can stimulate your inner 

ear by imagining different instruments – a bassoon and a clarinet, or a cello and a 

violin. (The audio is just on piano, of course: which reminds us of another drawback 

of a recording v. a score – with a recording you’re stuck with whatever that 

particular performer did with tone, tempo, phrasing, or whatever. With a score, 

you’re in control, and there are never any wrong notes.) 

 

Move on to a more varied way of imagining two parts. Download Handel’s 

complete chamber music, and begin by reading the solo sonatas, which start after 16 

pages of index and intro. 

https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/1/16/IMSLP18851-PMLP44554-

HG_Band_27.pdf 

 

When you’re used to imagining two parts, move on to the Trio Sonatas that fill the 

rest of the volume, and imagine those in your head. Take your time – it’s worth 

working on one bar at a time, with the aid of your phone-piano if you need it for 

pitch. Don’t move on until you’re sure you can hear each bar in your head. 

 

For variety, try reading Corelli’s Violin Sonatas: 

https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/1/11/IMSLP111482-PMLP227731-

Corelli_Arcangelo_Sonate_per_violino.pdf 

(This edition has Corelli’s suggested ornamentation.) 

 

Corelli’s Trio Sonatas are excellent too. This edition is one of the earliest to put the 

music in score, rather than just in parts.  

https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/3/3d/IMSLP01666-Corelli_opus1.pdf 

All these Baroque scores will give you an insight into how figured basses work – 

good for your harmonic understanding. 
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